Peter & Kelly on The Way
Prayerletter September 2010
The days are hot and humid and many evenings bring dark clouds rolling in

At the field conference

with thunder, lightning and cool rain. The other day Kelly and the boys were

Pray with us:

out riding on Kelly's bike and raced the rain home, much to the boys' delight,
arriving just as the big drops began to fall. We are settling in again here after
our whirlwind trip back to Vancouver in August. We had a wonderful time
reconnecting with many friends, culminating with Jillian & Paul's beautiful
wedding where Kelly was matron-of-honour and Lukas was ringbearer.
Since our return we have been happy to reconnect with our friends here. Our
friend Boy has returned to Lampang, and when he came to teach Peter Thai
today we had an interesting discussion. He shared that he was grateful that
our team accepted and included everybody in the activities that we run
without forcing them to become Christian. He said that most of the people
who come and stay involved have opened their hearts to Christianity to some
degree. For himself, he is very drawn to God with Whom he can have a
personal relationship and to Whom he can pray at any time in any place. He
has been exploring praying to God and has been amazed by answers to his
prayers which he considers miracles. Please continue to pray that Boy and
others would continue to encounter Jesus and experience the reality of God

For us as we process
complex issues of
cross-cultural life as a
family.
For our team as we
grapple with what it
means to live out
Christ-centred organic
community in our
context.
For sensitivity to what
the Spirit is doing in
the lives of those
around us and wisdom
as to how we can join
Him.
For protection and
safety from accidents
and from mosquitoes
that are carrying lots of
Dengue fever this year.
Praise with us:

in their lives and for wisdom for us to be good witnesses and encouragers.

That Kids Club is
bursting at the seams!

This coming Sunday, October 3, we have been invited by our friends Wisit &

For a wonderful trip to
Canada.

Krathin to join them on a day trip out into the countryside to Wisit's
extended family home. We are looking forward to this adventure. Please pray
that this would be wonderful time of fellowship and building relationships,
that we would be able to show Jesus' love and life through our lives, and for
the right words to converse about spiritual things as they come up.
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For being encouraged
by many friends and
supporters.
For deepening of
friendships here in
Lampang.
For increasing
openness among our
friends.

